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Movable, timber play equipment that lasts for good - outdoors!



Outdorable timber play equipment is movable and adaptable. It allows children open-ended ways to be 

creative. However, as it’s weatherproof, you don’t have to bring it inside at the end of every day!

River Bed, Beaverlodge Climbers & Overhead Branch are Registered Designs of Outdorable® 3

Outdoor Tables & Seating

Outdoor Role Play

View our full range online at outdorable.com

Outdoor Adventure Play

Outdoor Sand & Water Play

Outdoor Infant Play

Outdoor Packages



"	The	 teachers	 and	 children	 are	 able	 to	 create	 different	 structures	 depending	 on	 the	 changing	
interests of the children. Outdorable is naturally beautiful and really complements our natural 

environment. It is also durable in all weather." Vanessa Gay, Champion Kids 

Want your outdoor environment to make a naturally lasting – good first impression?



Make the greenest choice

Our timber holds all the eco-labels you could ever wish for.  
Certified: Cradle to Cradle gold level,  FSC®, BREEAM and LEED.

Watch as Outdorable comes to life as children demonstrate the 
freedom of the great outdoors outdorable.com/video

Stimulates imaginative play, gross motor skills using upper and lower 
body strength, hand-eye coordination, balance and spatial awareness.

Outdorable® weatherproof timber is guaranteed for 25 years not to twist, 
shrink, warp or rot! It lasts for good - naturally.

All Outdorable® play equipment is safety certified for supervised ECE 
when used accordingly to our user’s handbook.

Movable play inspires boundless configuration ideas. Create tunnels, hide-
outs, bridges, boats and more with our modular Beaverlodge climbers.

Looking for outdoor inspiration?

Flexible configurations & creative challenges

Learn more about the benefits Outdorable can bring to your playscapes at outdorable.com

Encouraging physical & mental development

Full safety certification25 year timber guarantee

Beaverlodge Climbers are Registered Designs of Outdorable® 5



Lasts for good?



Real wood. Unreal performance.
Our dedicated team of experienced designer’s struck gold with a world-leading modified timber 
technology process. Accoya® turns fast-growing, sustainable timber such as New Zealand 
Radiata pine, into stable, non-toxic material with performance guarantees exceeding that of any 
hardwood or timbers treated with nasty chemicals. Accoya® wood is safe for children and the 
environment just like untreated wood. Accoya® has unmatched durability and resilience against 
moisture resulting in weatherproof timber which requires minimal maintenance to withstand the 
‘splash and bash’ rigours of early childhood environments.  

Throughout the lifecycle of your playground, resources used in PVC and Aluminium deplete 
whereas the Radiata pine tree used in Accoya® has regrown and harvested twice. Accoya® has 
the lowest carbon footprint and is at home in a fully circular economy. C2C Gold Certified:  
Bio-based, non-toxic, recyclable and based on an infinite, fast-growing resource.

Why is wood the greenest choice?
The manufacturing process of other materials such as PVC, steel and aluminium 
use non-renewable resources causing an increasingly negative impact on 
our environment. These materials require significant amounts of energy in 
manufacturing. In contrast, the production of sustainably sourced wood such as 
Accoya® is endlessly renewable and only requires a fraction of the energy.
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Children can spend countless hours playing with water, but wait till 
you add our new sand and water play set to your water play area. 
Watch as the children pour water down the slope into the tub. 
Various water diverters are situated along the way to create added 
learning experience as they dam up the flow with sticks and rocks 
and leaves. Adding extra buzz to this set’s River Bed is our child-
friendly hand water pump. Just attach the pick-up hose provided 
to the outlet on the water tub, and you’ve got a recirculating flow 
of water. The pump is hand-powered by the children for the most 
popular water play experience ever. Let them fill containers and 
pour them back into the tub. This large set promotes teamwork and 
sharing, along with many more positive aspects of development 
and learning. This standalone unit requires no fixing. Just push up to 
the other water tables and start playing.
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Order# 16508

Recirculating water pump that’s hand powered by the children 
for the most popular water play experience ever.

Items included in this package Code Qty
A. River Bed 16037 1
B.  Double Water Table 600H 16031 1
C. Single Water Table 450H 16030 1

Outdorable Sand & Water 3 Piece Set

Recycled river rock water diverters for added water 
play experience. Looks an feels just like real rock.

River Bed is a Registered Designs of Outdorable®



Smooth rounded 
bevel edges

Easy clean up - simply 
hose it down to wash
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Waste free recirculating water pump 
for an endless water supply - hand 
powered by the children’s energy!
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Full Safety  
Certification

Environmentally  
Friendly

Delivered 
 Pre-built*

25 Year Timber 
Guarantee

*Excluding Overhead Branch and table legs which requires minimal assembly



Outdorable Infant Gross Motor 5pc Package
Specifically designed for infants from 0-2 years as they learn some of life’s 
most significant skills. Like our other designs, these items are also available 
as individual pieces. Fully interchangeable to allow creating multiple 
configurations. All items are interlocking using the same connection slots as our 
larger Beaverlodge climbing sets. Gross motor skills are critical to enabling 
children to perform everyday functions, such as walking and running, climbing 
and catching, throwing and hitting a ball. However, these are also crucial for 
daily self-care skills like getting dressed, getting into bed, climbing stairs or 
getting in and out of a car. Putting toys away and navigating around objects in 
the classroom and on the playground on different slopes and surfaces. Gross 
motor abilities also influence other everyday functions. For example, a child’s 
ability to maintain appropriate tabletop posture (upper body support) will 
affect their ability to participate in fine motor skills like writing and craft, cutting 
paper etc. Also sitting upright with good back posture to listen to the teacher’s 
instructions, which in turn has a direct impact on their future learning.

The two trapezoidal shape platforms (pictured as a hexagon) are only 150mm 
high, which makes an excellent riser for infants. You can easily add more 
risers together to create a larger platform. The Incline Ramp is nice and wide 
with a gentle slope for infants to learn on. The Log Crawler provides a more 
challenging experience as infant’s progress. With smooth dowels stretched 
across a curved ramp, the log crawler is one of the favourites. The Burrow with 
peepholes creates a small tunnel for children to develop spatial awareness. 

Order# 16511

0-2yrs

Items included in this package  Code Qty
A. Infant Gross Motor Riser 150mmH 16010 2
B.  Infant Gross Motor Incline 16015 1
C. Infant Gross Motor Burrow 16016 1 
D. Infant Gross Motor Log Crawler 16017 1 
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Outdorable Toddler Play Package
Order# 16500

2-3yrs
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Items included in this package  Code Qty
A. Beaverlodge  Play Climber 300 16003 4
B.  Beaverlodge River Rocks Plank 16004 1
C. Beaverlodge Wobbly Log Plank 16005 1 
D. Beaverlodge Smooth Plank 16006 1 
E. Beaverlodge Ladder Plank 16007 1 

This collection of climbers and challenge planks gives you the essentials to set 
up a versatile and challenging adventure to encouraging children’s physical 
and mental development. The 300mmH climber is suitable for 2+ years, making 
it a great outdoor play structure for the infant’s area. It is essential we promote 
environments for a child’s physical development through appropriate physical 
activity. The unlimited flexibility of the Outdorable™ Beaverlodge adventure 
set will help in many of these areas, as they explore each new configuration. 
Encourages and stimulates Imaginative play, Gross motor skills using upper and 
lower body strength, hand-eye coordination, balance and spatial awareness.

Smooth rounded 
bevel edges



Active outdoor play has many health benefits and is also a great way for young children to 
develop social skills in a fun environment where more than one child can have a turn.
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Outdorable BBQ Pizza Oven

Large grill in durable HDPE plastic and stainless steel hardware.

Extra long design caters for up to four friends to enjoy cooking together.

Large oven for super sized pizzas and mud pies!

Realistic rotating knobs for 
heating up the grill to cook mud 

patties and leafy stews!

Realistic chimney flue even pretend wood fire 
ovens need to let out lots of smoke

Realistic pizza oven for firing up little 
imaginations; pizzas, birthday cakes 

and even mud pies

Easy clean up
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Order# 16041

3-6yrs2-3yrs

Smooth rounded 
bevel edges



Outdorable Tables and Benches

Outdorable table tops feature totally smooth and flat surface 
making it  ideal for outdoor art and craft activities.

Outdorable eco-timber is non-toxic and 100% recyclable, no need to 
worry about any nasty chemicals leeching out during meal times!

The Outdorable® table range is crafted from beautiful solid weatherproof timber, yet has a smooth flat table 
surface suitable for all activities including art and craft, meal times, clay and dough creations, not to mention 
mud pies and sand castles, potting up plants. Anything dirty is no problem at all for our tables and benches.  Just 
wash them down after each use and leave it all outside until next time. Made from solid FSC sustainable timber, 
they are completely natural and environmentally safe. All fixtures are stainless steel, suitable for outdoors.

As you can hose them down our tables are perfect for potting up plants 
or basically, anything dirty whatsoever! It’s no problem for Outdorable.

Toddler size packages includes Code Qty
A. Square 800 x 800mm x 450mmH 16018 1
B.  Bench Seat 600mmL x 250mmH 16022 4
C. Rectangle 1500 x 800mm x 450mmH 16020 1
D. Bench Seat 1200mmL x 250mmH 16024 2

Order# 16508

Preschool size packages includes Code Qty
A. Square 800 x 800mm x 500mmH 16019 1
B. Bench Seat 600mmL x 300mmH 16023 4
C. Rectangle 1500 x 800mm x 500mmH 16021 1
D. Bench Seat 1200mmL x 300mmH 16025 2

Order# 16507

3-6yrs2-3yrs

Full Safety  
Certification

Environmentally  
Friendly

Delivered 
 Pre-built*

25 Year Timber 
Guarantee

13View our full range at outdorable.com *Excludes Overhead Branch and table legs which require minimal assembly



Outdorable Beaverlodge Adventure - Starter Package
This collection of Beaverlodge Climbers and challenge planks gives you the essentials to set up 
a versatile and challenging adventure. There are hundreds of ways to configure these original 
shapes into different modes, creating challenging and flexible learning for your children. Watch 
them make boats and set sail into the ocean, or hide out in their very own fort to keep safe away 
from advancing enemies. Each Beaverlodge climber utilises our ultra-special weatherproof timber. 
Completely durable in all weather conditions and guaranteed to last outdoors for over 25 Years! 
Made from solid FSC sustainable timber, this structure is 100% environmentally friendly and holds 
multiple ECO labels. At last, you can enjoy the beauty of natural wood furniture that lasts outdoors. 

Safety information: Any planks and climbers used over 600mm high must be used only on 
sufficient soft fall (playground surfacing) that complies to AS/NZ 4422 for at least 1500mm from 
the structure at any given point.

Order# 16501

Items included in this package  Code Qty
A. Wooden Outdoor Climber 860  16001 2
B. Wooden Outdoor Climber 585 16002 1
C. Wooden Outdoor Climber 300 16003 1
D. Overhead Branch 16009 1
E. Riverbank Climbing Wall 16008 1
F. River Rocks Plank 16004 1
G. Wobbly Log Plank 16005 1
H. Ladder Plank 16007 1
I. Smooth Plank 16006 1 

3-6yrs
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Climbers can also make tunnels, hide-outs, bridges, boats and more.



View our full range of movable play equipment and furniture at outdorable.com 
Plus look out for our NEW Outdorable Mud Kitchen and Slide coming soon!

Home-lg tree info-circle cloud-sun-rain camera-alt PLAY-CIRCLE SMILE



Where can I find Outdorable® in my neck of the woods?

02380 47 67 37 
sales@greenspanltd.com 
www.greenspanuk.co.uk


